roof-side is to have additional cover of canvas, air blowing between the
two sheets, if the camp is ever occupied in summer. We can add this later
if we stay on in summer, and make it 'belong*,
It is gratifying to look and see as we look around us how well we fit into
this strange, stern, well-armed, creeping cover of abstract land and its
peculiar growth almost as abstract. This inexorable grasp of growing
vegetation upon the earth itself is more terrifying to me as a principle
at work than what we call death. Growth is everywhere more terrible
and terrifying to me than all the other evidences of inexorable force put
together.
There seems to be no mortal escape, especially not in death, from this
inexorable earth principle — or is it sun-principle — of growth: this creative
creature of the great sun?
And what of the subsidence we see now in the streamlines of these end-
less ranges of mountains coming gently down to the mesa or going
abruptly up into the sky from the plains. In this geologic era, catastrophic
upheaval has found comparative repose by way of the sculptors wind and
water. To these vast, quiet, ponderable masses made so by fire and laid by
water — both are architects — now comes the sculptor — wind. Wind and
water ceaselessly eroding, endlessly working to quiet and harmonize all
traces of violence until a glorious unison is again bathed in the atmosphere
of a light that is, it must be, eternal.
Finally to 'justify' our wild adventure, Ocatillo cost not so much more
than the rent and keep asked for equivalent accommodations in Chandler
or in Phoenix for the one season we were to stay, were the same number
of persons provided for. The cost was about two hundred dollars per cabin.
The labour was mostly our own. We are the better for that labour. We
have met the Desert, loved it and lived with it, and the Desert is ours.
SAN MARCOS IN THE DESERT
Our camp was practically finished January 19th, 1928. Something of
lively human significance had come alive. Under the suffused glow of the
translucent canvas overhead we worked away on Dr. Chandler's resort
for such jaded millionaires as might stDl be able to love beauty and seek
solitude in beautiful, quiet surroundings. We were going to call it San
Marcos in the Desert. We worked on it until the middle of the following
June. Often we worked at night by gasoline light until we put in a Kohler
plant and had all the electric light we wanted.
We worked out the 'resort' as a great block-system series of intercom-
municating terraces faring to the sun of the south. There were three of
these terraces, each room with its own pool and garden, one terrace rising
above the other against the mountainside: a mono material building and
the latest expression of the Hock-shell system started in La Miniature and
partly at the Arizona Biltmore. The block system in this
ease i$ geimine reinforced masonry, the same within and without. The
btocksMIbegndwill be integral with structure. It is the structure itself*
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